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Decentralized Layered Block Network Technology Based on SDAG
ANOUNCEMENT











TOS

Hierarchical block network

        Support hierarchical network block, the entire network block data for separation, reduce network node data redundancy.
      


Ordinary transaction data free

        Ordinary data, free transactions, through the end of the block network transaction consensus mechanism to record data, reduce user costs.
      


High value transaction data charges

        High-value data, using POS consensus mechanisms to write data to higher-level block networks, high-level security, requires payment.
      



What is SDAG technology


      SDAG(Super directed acyclic graph) based on existing DAG technology to construct a hierarchical chain entanglement network. Each level of blockchain network stores the corresponding data, similar to the country -> Province -> City -> County -> District, each administrative center to manage the data, between provinces and between countries and countries, each other Care about each other's data. Separation of the entire network of block data, each block network only care about their own needs of the block data, you can reduce a large amount of data redundancy.
    


Technical features


Balance of time and space
The balance between time and space will not result in too many redundant transactions and will not affect the verification efficiency of transactions.




Has unlimited hierarchical block network capabilities
Less data redundancy, higher TPS, lower device and network requirements.




Password economics balance
The combination of free transaction and fee transaction can form a mutual check and balance relationship. It not only reduces the economic entry threshold, but also satisfies the storage and transmission requirements of high-value data. Liquidity and security are also guaranteed.




Advantage

Reducing the cost of the Internet of things

        TOS provides a point to point direct interconnection way of data transmission for Internet Of Things, and it achieves free transaction throught Transaction. The whole Internet of things solution does not need to introduce large data centers for data synchronization and management control, thereby the operation cost of the Internet of things has been reduced.
      


Big Data Management

        In the analysis and mining of big data, TOS seperates transaction data according to the value-based labels by combining free and paid transactions. The more important the data is , the higher layer it will be stored in the block network. This mechanism can not only ensures the correctness of data analysis and the effect of data mining, but also facilitates the management of big data and the integration of future artificial intelligence. TOS will be the cornerstone of the digital economy era.
      


Security and Transparency

        TOS relies on discrete decentralized computer clusters to run, and a corresponding standards protocol is designed for the perception, transport, and application layers of the Internet of Things to ensure that each link  of the Internet of Things is protected and managed, ensuring the security of the data and disclosure and transparency of the information.
      



Ecosystem


TV
Smart home device, a light node in the network.

          Features: Pan-entertainment devices, not often online; have power, light POS mining.
        

Refrigerator
Smart home devices, network nodes.

          Features: online throughout the day, reporting data and communications.
        

Computer server
Network nodes, miners role.

          Features: All-day networking online, powerful computing power, mining profits through the POS.
        

Phone
Network nodes, participate in network interaction.

          Features: Belongs to the application layer, responsible for interacting with smart devices, good user experience.
        




Team

Jeffers Kieron Matthew  Foundation Chairman
Securities Investment Institute Consultant.
Chartered Institute of Securities.
Director of the UK Financial Conduct Authority.



Stephen Wu  CEO
HongKong Sun Hung Kai Group Independent Investment Fund manager.
Infinity Service USA Inc. Greater China COO.



Navy Tao  CTO
Once a senior advisor to the Bitcoin Code project and general manager of the HUAWEI mobile terminal project.



Daniel Hornstein  CFO
Securities Investment Institute Consultant, Chartered Institute of Securities, Manari Ltd. London Chairman.




Tony Lee  Chief Architect
Once a Ping An financial technology senior engineer.Once a Huawei Xinsheng community mobile project manager.



Timothy Shi  Chief Product Officer
Once a senior development engineer of Huawei key projects. Once a Sinosafe Insurance Client Architect and Nongtai financial client project leader.



Diego Cresta  Technical adviser
American Institute of Financial Management Professional Consultant.Academician of the American Life Insurance Training Institute.American Institute of Finance and Chartered Financial Advisor, Malaysian Insurance Institute.
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Investors
Bitcoin Trading Platform:https://coincierge.de/bitcoin-code/
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